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A LETTER FROM THE STAR PRINCIPAL HERALD

Greetings and wishes for soft cool breezes!

We never thought it would happen.  After 2 years and 3 months, Borek Vitalievich
Valkov leaves the Eclipse Herald office.  Never fear, he left because his warrant expired.
Borek is to great a herald to just sit idly by, he has taken up the new office of Arbalest
Pursuivant.  Arbalest is our new returns and consulting coordinator.  Thank you for a job
well done as Eclipse and thank you for accepting the office of Arbalest.

I would like to welcome Alasdair MacEogan as the new Eclipse Herald (Central
Region.) It was a long search to find someone worthy to fill this office. If you are the
herald for a branch in the Central region please update your address book to reflect this
change.

You will find in this gazette the final installment of submissions from the ATYC
table.  I must once again express my astonishment at the number of submission that
were received and amazement at the speed with which Asterisk has processed them. The
next step is for the college to comment on these items.  This is a big ILOI so please
schedule a little extra time to conflict check these items.

In service,

Francois, Star

A LETTER FROM THE OBELISK HERALD

As of publication time, I have not yet received Laurel’s letter for decisions at her
August meeting.  Hopefully, those decisions will be included with September’s in next
month’s Gazette.

Many of you will remember a series of articles we had recently from Lady AElfwyn
aet Gyrwum on Heraldic Mythology (or The Good, the Bad and the Cool-but-not-Pe-
riod).  The article was broken into three parts spread over three months.  Next month
will introduce the first part of a new article written under the same title; please watch for
additional parts in November and December.

I would also like to again thank Master Daniel de Lincolia for his “The Matter of
Britain” trivia questions and for the many various articles he has allowed the Gazette to
reprint.  While they are not included every month, his articles (which have made won-
derful reading) have come in a variety of lengths.  These various lengths have been a
resource of excellent space fillers.  (So, if you wish to donate an article, remember that
they do not have to be full page items.)

Sincerely,

Etienne, Obelisk
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 0999
1) Aelfwyn Webbestre (Northkeep)

New name.  New device.
Bendy sinister
azure and
argent, three
leaves conjoined
in pall vert.

Documentation provided:
Aelfwynn Searle, Onomasticon Anglo-Saxonicum
p 29 col. 2.
Webbestre Hall, A Concise Anglo-Saxon
Dictionary, (4th ed. 1960) p 200. col. 2.  Reaney &
Wilson, (rev ed.) p 480 under Webster lists “webbestre”
as OE for ‘female weaver.’
Photocopies: None, most not needed.
Changes: Minor changes only. Meaning “weaver” for
Webbestre is most important.  Desired gender is female.

2) Aillén Gunn (Bryn Gwlad)
New name.  New device.

Argent, a dragon
segreant coward
purpure.

Documentation provided:
Aillén Masculine given name, Ó Corraín &
Maguire p 18 under Aillén.
Gunn The spelling Gunn is dated to 1297 as a
byname in Reaney & Wilson p 208 under Gun.
Photocopies: None needed.

Changes: Minor changes only.  Scottish Gaelic
language/culture is most important.  Desired gender is
male.

3) Alana of Tallaght (Rosenfeld)
New device. Name registered 8/88.

Per fess wavy
purpure and vert, a
plate and three
oak leaves in pall
argent.

4) Alessandro Falieri (La March Sauvage)
New name.  New device.

Argent, a dolphin
haurient azure
finned Or between
flaunches azure.

Documentation provided:
Alessandro From Alessandro Farnese, 1468-1549
AD,  Italian prelate.  Larousse Biographical Dictionary
(5th ed.), p 501 under FARNESE.
Falieri Italian from 1261 AD found on
Venetian Grand Council.  Source:  The Venetians:
Merchant Princes, Thomas Caldecot Chubb, (1968),  p 88,
3rd paragraph.  “For instance, in 1261 twenty Contarini,
… eleven Falieri,….sat in a council of two hundred and
forty-two.”
Photocopies: All cited.
Changes: Minor changes only for given.  Submitter will
accept “Faliero” but no other changes to byname.  Italian
language/culture is most important.  Desired gender is
male.
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5) Alina de la Watere (La March Sauvage)
New name.  New device.

Argent, a
chevron sable,
overall a cross
crosslet fitchy
elongated to
base gules.

Documentation provided:
Alina This spelling is dated to 1275 by
Bardsley under Lewknor p 481.
de la Watere This spelling is dated to 1245 by
Reaney & Wilson under Water p 478.
Photocopies: Bardsley as cited.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound is most important
but none specified on form.  Desired gender is female.

6) Almaith ingen Chormaic (Trelac)
New household name House of the Golden

Hunter.  New badge.  Primary name registered 6/99.

Purpure, an
apple slipped
and leaved
within a bordure
potenty Or.

Documentation provided:
The name is in the form of an inn name, allowed for
household names according to RfS (the Rules for
Submission) III.2.b.iv.
Golden in use as early as 1300 according to the
OED vol IV (f-g) p 280.  Oxford University Press 1933,
re-issued 1961.
Hunter in use as early as 1250 according to the
OED vol V (h-k) p 461.  Oxford University Press 1933,
re-issued 1961.
Photocopies: All cited, but specific citations of years
were not highlighted.  [Asterisk: A quick look showed the

spelling “golden” in use 1552 as “of the colour of gold”
and “hunter” in use 1486 as “a man who hunts.”]
Changes: Minor changes only. Meaning is most
important but none specified on form.  No desired gender.

7) Arabella de Montacute (Elfsea)
New name.  New device.

Purpure, three
chevronels braced
and in chief a
cross bottony , on
a bordure Or an
orle azure

Documentation provided:
Arabella Withycombe,  p 29 under Arabel(la)
shows “In 1255 Magdelen Laver was held by Arabella
wife of John de Montpynçon.”
de Montacute Reaney & Wilson (3rd ed) p
313 under Montacute shows  “William de Montacute
1255 AssSo.”
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound is most important
but none specified on form.  Desired gender is female.

8) Ariella Christine d’Aillé (Bryn Gwlad)
New change of device.  Name registered 4/94.

Gules semy-de-lys
Or a lion sejant
guardant argent.

Upon registration,
her old device is
to be released.

[Asterisk Notes:
1) Don’t worry, no other letter has as many as “A” does.
2)  Would the consultants please inform the submitters
that they don’t have to start at the beginning of the name
books!]
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9) David de la Roke (Glaslyn)
New name.  New device.

Quarterly argent
and vert an oak
tree
counterchanged.

Documentation provided:
David Withycombe p 79 (3r

d ed) dated to 601.
de la Roke Reaney & Wilson p 381 under Roke
dates this spelling to 1243.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound “r[short
u]ck” for byname is most important.  Desired gender is
male.

10) Elewys Luscomb (Crossrode Keep)
New name.  New device.

Purpure, on a
pile argent a
boar rampant
purpure.

Documentation provided:
Elewys This spelling dated to 1273 in
Withycombe p 148 under Helewise.
Luscomb This spelling dated to 1524 in Reaney &
Wilson p 288 under Luscombe .
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Any.  Sound is most important but none
specified on form.  Desired gender is female. Changes
requested for authenticity to 14th-15th century English.

11) Elisabeth de Calais (Northkeep)
New name.  New device.

Per bend purpure
and vert, a bend
argent between
three fleurs-de-lys
and a horse
rampant Or.

Documentation provided:
Elisabeth This spelling dated to 1483 in
Withycombe p 99 under Elizabeth.
de Calais French locative from Calais, a city in
Northern France which is a port on the English Channel.
Dauzat Noms de lieax p 131.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes: Minor changes only.  French language/culture
is most important.  Desired gender is female.

12) Elspet Arbuthnoth (Stargate)
New name.  New device.

Per saltire Or and
gules, two springs
of holly vert.

Documentation provided:
Elspet This spelling dated to 1512 in Black p
222 under Drumbreck.
Arbuthnoth This spelling dated to 1513 in Black p
27 under Arbuthnot.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  None at all to given name.  Minor changes
only to byname. Desired gender is female.
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13) Emilie Penrose Blackwell (Bjornsborg)
New device. Name registered 5/99.

Vert, a pair of
scissors argent
within a bordure
vairy gules and
argent.

14) Faolán Louzac (Adlersruhe)
New name.  New device.

Sable, on a
bezant a hawk
close perched on
a branch sable
within a bordure
Or.

Documentation provided:
Faolán The name of 14 Irish saints, one of who
was a brother of St. Fursey and a famous missionary in
Flanders, where he was killed about the year 656. Irish
Names for Children, Patrick Woulfe, (rev ed. 1974) p. 18.
Louzac char, Louzy, D- Sèvres (Lusi, 1122; Losi, vers
1160).  Nom d’homme gaul Luteus et suff. – acumm.
Dictionaire Etymologique de Noms de hiecxen France,
Dausat et Roztaing.
Photocopies: None.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound “Fä’ tl[short u]n
L[long o]’ zäk” is most important. Gender doesn’t matter.
Changes requested for authenticity to Gaelic (Scots)
language / culture.

15) Fearghus MacKenna (Elfsea)
New name.  New device.

Argent, a bend
sinister wavy
purpure between a
Labrys axe and a
sheaf of arrows
sable.

Documentation provided:
Fearghus Submitter wants this spelling but will
accept Fergus which is dated to 1582 in Black p 259
under Fergus.
MacKenna Submitter wants this spelling but will
accept MacKynnay which is dated to 1546 in Black p 525.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Any. (Specific sentence on form in addition to
no boxes checked.) Language/culture is most important,
presumably Scot but none specified on form.  Desired
gender is male.

16) Harold Graybear (Adlersruhe)
New name.  New device.

Gules, a
chevron sable
fimbriated Or
between three
bears rampant
argent.

Documentation provided:
Harold Withycombe p 146 under Harold dates
this spelling to Domesday 1086.
Graybear Constructed byname from established
patterns.  Bardsley p 334 under Grayhorse dates that
spelling to 2 Hen VII and speculates that it is a locative
“’at the Gray Horse’ (?),  probably a sign-name.”  Reaney
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& Wilson p 203 under Graybeard list Grayfot “gray foot”
1243 and Grayshanke “gray leg” 1279, both of the pattern
gray + object not commonly known as gray.  Also
Graygose “gray goose” 1524 and Graydere “gray deer”
1373-5, both of the pattern gray + animal not normally
known as gray.
Photocopies: Bardsley as cited.
Changes:  Any. Sound is most important but none
specified on form.  Desired gender is male. Changes
requested for authenticity to 12th-13th century.

17) Isabeau Quiquandon (Stargate)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Isabeau French feminine given name, Dauzat
Noms de famille, p 337 under Isabelle.
Quiquandon French (Norman?) surname from a
locative, a hamlet whose name Dauzat derives from “that
which is/was given”, Noms de famille p 505 under this
spelling.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Submitter wants “an
unusual French surname” and particularly liked the fact
that the “Q” surnames in Dauzat seemed to be Norman
variants.  French sound is most important.  [Asterisk:
That’s what it says, folks.]  Desired gender is female.

18) Kovac Myklos (Torre de los Brazos)
New name.  New device.

Gules, a stag at
gaze argent.

Documentation provided:
Both names documented from “Hungarian Names 101”
by Walraven van Nijmegen (mka Brian Speer), part of the
Saint Gabriel Library and Arval’s Medieval Naming
Guides, located at
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/1336/magyarnames101.
html on the Internet.  This source also documents period
Hungarian practice of placing the surname before the
given name, with examples dated 1392 to 1592.
Kovac Hungarian occupational byname for a
smith, derived from Kovacs; believed to be an acceptable

variant of documented Kouach, Kowach, Kowacz,
Kovach, Kouac, Kovács dated from 1389 to 1569.
Myklós derived from Miklós, Hungarian form of
Nicholaus.  Submittor prefers variant spelling with “Y”.
Photocopies: As cited, printed 7/30/99.
Changes:  Any. Hungarian language/culture is most
important, and changes requested for authenticity to the
language/culture.  Desired gender is male.

19) Lucien de Lorraine (La Marche Sauvage)
New name.  New device.

Per fess gules and
argent, a pegasus
passant contourny
argent and a cross
fleury fitchy
elongated to base
azure.

Documentation provided:
Lucien “Lucien le péletier” listed in “An Index
to the Given Names in the 1292 Census of Paris”,
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/paris.html
accessed 7/14/99 6:59 pm.
de Lorraine Listed as 16t

h c Norman name at
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/cateline/norman16.
html#surnames accessed 7/14/99 7:02pm.
Photocopies: As cited.
Changes:  Any.

20) Mahee of Acre (Loch Soillier)
New name.  New device.

Purpure a cross
Or.

Documentation provided:
Mahee Room (Dictionary of Irish Place-
Names) p 88 discusses the island called Mahee Island in
English and Inis Mochaoi in Irish. Nendrum here was
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founded by St. Mochaoi a disciple of St. Patrick. St.
Mahee of Nendrum is mentioned at
http://www.somme.com/PretainiPress/ under the book on
the history Bangor by Ian Adamson.   At
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/martin
sloan/meanings.htm the name “Island Mahee” is shown as
“Inis Mochaoi” in “Ancient tongue” and meaning “St.
Mochaoi’s Island.”
Acre City during the Crusades
Photocopies: Email from Magnus (D Bell) (dated
2/19/93 because Magnus is dealing with Y2K in his own
unique way) quoting the web site and Room.
Changes:  Any. Sound is most important but none
specified on form.  Desired gender is male.

21) Medb ingen Domnaill (Loch Soillier)
New name.  New device.

Checky of 12
parts azure and
Or, a swan
displayed argent
gorged sable.

Documentation provided:
Medb Ó Corraín & Maguire p 135, confirmed
by Tangwystyl.
ingen “daughter of” as spelled around 1100-
1200, per Tangwystyl.
Domnaill Genitive form of Domnall, Ó Corraín &
Maguire p 75, confirmed by Tangwystyl.
Photocopies: Email from Tangwystyl (Heather Rose
Jones) dated 12/28/97.
Changes:  Any. 11th centuy Irish language/culture is most
important.  Desired gender is female.

22) Melissent d’Aulnay (Namron)
New name.  See Fasttrack Returns for device.

Documentation provided:
Melissent Listed in Index to Given Names in 1292
Census of Paris at
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/paris.html.
d’Aulnay Dauzat p 178. Varient of D’Aunay
(Daunay).
Photocopies: Web page as cited.
Changes:  Any. Language/culture is most important,
presumably French but none specified on form.  Desired
gender is female.

23) Michael Silverhands (Stargate)
New name.  New device.

Quarterly azure
and argent.

Documentation provided:
Michael Withycombe (3rd ed) p 207 under
Michael dates this spelling to 1196-1215, 1218, 1303 &
1346.
Silverhands Constucted byname from period
examples. Reaney & Wilson (3rd ed) p 409 under Silver
date John Silver to 1205 and Robert Silverheuer to 1212.
Ibid p 215 under Hand, Richard Hand dated to 1279 and
Walter Handes to 1332.  Ibid p 409 under Silverside “..a
nickname, ‘silver side’ may also be involved. cf. Richard
Silvereghe 1414-15 IpmY ‘silver eye’; Adam Siluermouth
1379 PTY ‘silver mouth’; John Silvertop 1478 FrY ‘silver
hair’.  Ibid  p 196 under Goldhead is a reference to Henry
Goudenhond 1332 SRSx ‘golden hand’ and under
Goldfoot is Robert Geldenfot, Gildenfot 1188 and 1213
with the notation ‘a curious nickname.’
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Any. Sound [which] Meaning of byname is
most important.  Desired gender is male.

24) Neassa the Obstreperous (Stargate)
New name.  New device.

Per chevron vert
and argent
ermined vert,
three roses in fess
argent.
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Documentation provided:
Neassa (variant of?) Nessa, “pet form of
Agnes”, Irish Christian Names, Ronan Coghlan,
(Johnston & Bacon, London U Edinburgh).
Obstreperous Epithet meaning “noisy” dated
in this spelling and meaning to 1600 by OED.
Photocopies: None.
Changes:  Any. Sound of first name “N[short i]ssa” is
most important.  Desired gender is female.

25) Olivia Guadalupe O’Donnell y Rodrígues (Glaslyn
via Raven’s Fort)

New name.  New device.
Argent, in chief
a wolf’s head
erased sable and
three fleurs-de-
lys azure.

Documentation provided:
Olivia Feminine variant of the masculine given
name Olivo found under the header Olivo on p 286 opf
De Felice (nomi).
Guadalupe feminine given name, p 201 of De
Felice (nomi).  The name began to be used as a given
name in reference to Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe (the
appearance of the Blessed Virgin at Guadalupe-Hidalgo
in 1551).
O’Donnell Patrick Woulfe p 499 under Ó
Domhnaill gives O’Donnell as an anglicized form of that
name, and dates Turlough O’Donnell to the 15th C.
y Spanish conjunction “and”, used in
names between the father’s surname and the mother’s.
Rodrígues Varient spelling of Rodríguez, dated to
1610 in Historia de la Nueva Mexico, 1610 by Gaspar
Pérez de Villagrá on p 105 with the mention of Sebastián
Rodríguez.
Interaction between Spanish & Irish began around the 12th

century against the English (per the submitter).
 Photocopies: De Villagrá as cited.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Submitter much prefers
the submitted constuction, but should Guadalupe be ruled
unusable as a given name, the submitter wishes “Olivia
O’Donnell y Rodrígues de Guadalupe” with Guadalupe
as a locative from the province.  Language/culture is most
important.  Desired gender is female.

26) Roberto Giano (Stargate)
New name.  New device.

Azure, two
dolphins addorsed
argent.

Documentation provided:
Roberto Listed in the given names section under
P of “Italian Names form Florance [sic?], 1427”  from
http:\\www.srv.net/~thor/toddf/names.txt accessed
5/24/99 5:07 PM.  This site is a count of names in the
Online Catasto of 1427, which is identified as a
searchable web version of a tax census of the city of
Florance [sic?] in 1427, but no Web location is given.
Giano Listed in the alphabetical patronymic
list under F of “Italian Names form Florance [sic?],
1427”  from http:\\www.srv.net/~thor/toddt/pater.txt
accessed 5/24/99 5:03 PM.
Photocopies: Web pages as cited.
Changes:  Any. Sound is most important but none
specified on form.  Desired gender is male. Changes
requested for authenticity to Italian language / culture.

27) Roger of York (Stargate)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 4/92.

Purpure on a
bend Or cotised
argent three roses
vert.

Submission
history:

“Purpure, on a bend azure fimbriated, three roses argent”
was returned in kingdom 9/97 for the use of white roses
with the surname of York, a combination ruled
unacceptable by Laurel precedent in 1977.
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THE MATTER OF BRITAIN
by Master Daniel de Lincolia

These are trivia questions concerning English royalania.  Some
are period, some not.  Questions will be posted one per month
with answers following in the next month’s Gazette.

Answer 5: The eldest discretionary title granted by a
monarch (of England, Great Britain, or the United Kingdom)
to their heir apparent is “Earl of Chester”.  It predated “Prince
of Wales”, the more famous discretionary title, by the lifespan
of one elder brother plus a few years.

Question 6: Where is one place within the United King-
dom where they sometimes sing “God Save the Duke” instead
of “God Save the Queen”?

STATUS OF ILoIs

ILoI0299: Discussed 4/17/99.  Results AG 05/99.
LoI 4/27/99.  Laurel meeting 8/8/99.

ILoI0399: Discussed 5/8/99.  Results AG 06/99.
LoI 5/22/99.  Laurel meeting 9/5/99.

ILoI0499: Discussed 6/19/99.  Results AG 07/99.
LoI 6/30/99.  Laurel meeting 10/16/99.

ILoI0599: Discussed 7/9/99.  Results AG 08/99.
LoI 7/30/99.  Laurel meeting est. 11/14/99.

ILoI0699: Discussed 8/7/99.  Results this Gazette.

ILoI0799: Discussion Scheduled 9/12/99 - Bryn Gwlad.

ILoI0899:  Comments due to Retiarius 9/27/99.
Discussion Scheduled 10/16/99 - Crown Tourney.

ILoI0999:  This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 10/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 11/20/99 - Hunter’s Moon.

ILoI1099:  Next Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 11/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 12/11/99 - Stargate Yule.

Correction to ILOI 0899 #6 - Catot d'Ardennes
- new device.

Please remove “wings elevated and addorsed” from the bla-
zon and emblazon.  Please imagine a swan quietly swim-
ming with wings in the default to its side, as in:  “Gules, a
chevron rompu enhanced Or and a swan naient to sinister
argent.”

28) Roger of York (Stargate)
New badge.  Name registered 4/92.

Fieldless a rose
vert.

29) Tane Verloren (Namron)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 4/99.

Azure, a
compass rose
inverted and on
a chief Or three
fleurs-de-lys
azure.

Submission
history:

“Azure, on a bend sinister argent between a compass rose
inverted and a sun Or, three fleurs-de-lys palewise sable”
was returned in kingdom 11/98 for conflict with Michael
Anwyl, “Azure, on a bend sinister argent between two
suns Or, three pheons palewise inverted sable.”

30) Tegan Rhos (Loch Soillier)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 8/95.

Per chevron
sable and vair
two dragonflies
argent.

Submission
history:

“Per chevron sable and vair, a dragonfly argent” was
returned by Laurel 2/99 for conflict with Maighread

Maire Draigdaimhalachd “Per saltire azure and vert, a
dragonfly tergient displayed argent orbed Or” with 1 CD
for the field.
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ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 0699
WITH FAST-TRACK ITEMS

Here are the decisions made at the Kingdom meeting held
August 7, 1999, in the Canton of Gate’s Edge.  [Asterisk:
My comments appear like this.]

Kathri, Asterisk
————————————————————————

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius Pursuivant, make
most courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to
receive a copy of the collated commentary, you can contact
me at:
Charlene Charette
15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX  77083
281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)
charlene@flash.net

Perronnelle, Retiarius
————————————————————————

Commenters for this issue:

Talan Gwynek  –  Fause Lozenge Herald, Midrealm.

After much agonizing I’ve come to the conclusion that the
vagaries of SCA registerability are just too hard on my
nerves: when commenting consistently makes me bad-
tempered, it’s time to stop!  This is therefore my last set of
regular comments on SCA names and armory.  I probably
would have stopped earlier were it not for the Ansteorran
Gazette and Perronnelle Charrette de la Tour du Pin.  The
Gazette – in large part thanks to the collated commentary –
is one of the finest heraldic teaching tools in the Known
World, and Perronnelle has been wonderful, faithfully
reminding me when necessary of the approach of the 20th

and putting up with the occasional overdue commentary
when I’ve screwed up.  Thanks, Perronnelle!  (N.B.: I’m
not disappearing from the face of the earth: I can be reached
at <scott@math.csuohio.edu>, and I’m always happy to try
to answer questions.)

Da’ud ibn Auda  –  al-Jamal Herald

Gawain of Miskbridge  –  Green Anchor Herald, Calontir

Magnus von Lubeck  –  Shadowlands

Bryn Gwlad  –  Bryn Gwlad commentary, by Mari Elspeth
nic Bryan (the substantive name comments below),
Gwenllian ferch Maredudd, Johann Kiefer Hayden, and

Daniel de Lincoln (y’r humble scribe and first-person
comments below).  We checked all armory against the 8th
edition Ordinary, and names against the on-line Armoral
thru the 5/99 LoAR.  Standard references used include
Reaney & Wilson; Bardsley; Withycombe (3rd ed.); Black;
Wickendon; A Pictorial Dictionary of Heraldry as Used in
the SCA (2nd ed., I think); and the Rules for Submission as
well as various Laurel precedents and name articles off the
Web (cited in the text).  NCF = No Conflicts Found (though
“We checked all armory” above really should have been
enough, I think).  NAC = Name As Cited; the dates and
spelling match exactly.

————————————————————————

1.  Adelicia Brabent of Twyce Holey Wood  (Gates Edge)
new name; new device; Azure two brushes in saltire proper,

overall on a pallette Or a brown roadrunner proper.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Adelicia is found in 1179 in Tréport, Normandy (Harry

Jacobsson, Études d’anthroponymie Lorraine: les bans de
tréfonds de Metz (1267-1298) (Lund: Carl Bloms
Boktryckeri A.-H., 1955), 205).  It appears to be the result
of an abnormal Latinization of Germanic Adalhaid by means
of the Latin suffix -icia, -itia.  The normal Old French
development was first to such forms as Adalais and Adeliz
and then, with early loss of the d, Aelis, Aaliz, Aales, etc.
Forms with d seem to be very rare after c.1200, and forms
without d are found already in the 11th c.  The same thing
happened to the Latinized form, so that in the 13th c. instead
of Adelicia we find Alicia, Aelicia, Aelitia, Alitia, Aelisia,
and so on.  In short, Adelicia is a form unlikely to be found
before the 11th c. or after c.1200; the earliest and latest more
or less comparable examples that I have on hand are a French
Adalasia 1025 (Morlet I:16b) and an English Atheleisia
1219-20 (Reaney & Wilson s.n. Alis).  It’s at least in part a
Latinization, the underlying vernacular name probably being
closer to \AH-dh@-leets\ or \AH-dh@-layss\ (where \dh\
represents the sound of th in this and \@\ is the schwa vowel
represented by a in sofa and about).  Geographically it makes
sense for France and Anglo-Norman England.

The earliest examples that I can find of bynames indicating
an association with Brabant are all from England and take a
rather different form:  Thomas le Brabacum c.1200 (Reaney
& Wilson s.n. Brabazon), Willelmus Brabacum 1215-20,
Radulfus le brabacun c.1215 (Cecily Clark, People and
Languages in Post-Conquest Canterbury, in C. Clark,
Words, Names and History, ed. Peter Jackson (Cambridge:
D.S. Brewer, 1995), 189).  On the other hand, Dauzat says
(Les noms de famille de France, 161) that the modern
surname Brabant and its variants Braibant and Brébant are
more common than Brabançon and the Picard variants
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Brabanchon and (with metathesis) Barbanchon.  Whether
this says anything about relative frequency in the late 12th

c. is another matter.  The evidence best supports a name
like Adelicia Brabacun, but I expect that Adelicia Brabant
is at least possible.

Brabent is harder to justify.  By the later 12th c. the spellings
en and an had already come to represent the same sound, a
nasalized /a/ followed by /n/ (Einhorn, Old French: A
Concise Handbook (New York: Cambridge Univ. Press,
1974), 9-10).  (Modern French may have a slightly different
vowel, but the main change since then is that the /n/ is no
longer pronounced in words like ans and en.)  There was
for a time some hesitation between the two spellings, but
initially it tended to favor an (presumably because it was a
more natural representation of the sound), and eventually
the etymological spelling won out in most cases (Alfred
Ewert, The French Language (London: Faber & Faber
Limited, 1953), 111).  Brabant is therefore likely to have
been the usual spelling, and indeed I’ve been unable to find
an example with -ent.

The other locative, Twyce Holey Wood, is semantically
unjustifiable, so it hardly matters that the forms are far too
late for the rest of the name and that the first two words
don’t seem to have been used in place-naming.  (In fact
holey ‘full of holes’ isn’t attested in any form until the later
14th c., and then as holy, hollie, and holly; holey, like twyce,
seems to be from the 17th c.  Wood is also late, from the 16th

c.)  But I note that Twyce Holey Wood is a very indirect
reference to the company name, Second Knothole, and that
it’s permitted to drop the element altogether, so perhaps the
submitter isn’t wedded to this particular form.  With that in
mind I offer the following hypothetical construction.

There is a fairly common Old English generic hol ‘a hole, a
hollow’, also sometimes applied to an animal’s burrow; it
is in fact the source of modern English hole.  The usual OE
word for the ordinal number ‘second’ was o∂er ‘other,
second’, which of course gave rise to modern English other.
It appears in a couple of place-names:  Otherton ‘second or
other homestead’, Othery ‘second or other island’.  Hoole
(Cheshire) is named for its situation in a hollow (Ekwall
s.n. Hoole), and it’s not hard to imagine topography that
would justify naming an outlying settlement for its situation
in a second hollow.  A ‘second hole’ was o∂er hol, in the
dative (as used after locative prepositions) o∂rum hole.  The
inflection of the adjective tends to be lost in Middle English,
but that of the generic often remains.  In this case Otherhole
is a pretty reasonable ME spelling c.1200; cf. Grenehole
1212 (Ekwall s.n. Greenhalgh).  I could still wish for better
support for Brabant, but Adelicia Brabant de Otherhole,
though hardly typical, is perhaps within the range of Anglo-
Norman naming practice c.1200.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Unless someone else has found documentation for an

e/a switch for Brabant, we may have to go with the
documented spelling.  Since she will not allow that change,
it may be necessary to return the name.  The locative sounds
very much unlike anything of which I am aware, in period
or since.  A documentable “atte Woode” would be ever so
much better.

[Device]  The “brushes” probably need to be specified as artist’s
brushes.  “An artist’s palette is a mixing surface for pigment
and other media.  As an heraldic charge, it is unique to the
SCA, and is rendered as a conventionalized drawing of a
roughly rectangular board with a thumb-hole in it.”  Pictorial
Dictionary, 2nd ed., #542.  The “pallette” shown in the
emblazon is a modern rather than a period form.  RfS VII.3.
requires that “Artifacts that were known in the period and
domain of the Society may be registered in armory, provided
they are depicted in their period forms.  A pen, for instance,
must be depicted as a quill pen or other period form, not a
fountain pen.  A wheel must be depicted as a wagon wheel,
not a rubber tire from an automobile.”  The word “brown”
is unnecessary in the blazon; a “roadrunner proper” will be
brown by default.  (Additionally, I am not aware that
roadrunners come in other colors than a mottled brown/tan/
black.  At the very least, all of the ones I saw in my days of
living in the desert southwest were so colored.)

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  If the toponymic can’t be documented, it should be

dropped.  I have nothing helpful to contribute.
[Device]  The palette shown is, I believe, a modern form.  The

PicDic shows the SCA default palette.  Is the roadrunner
documented as having been known to pre-16th C. Europe?

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  The name has some problems the first being that

Adelicia of Brabant was queen of England and the second
wife of Henry I, king of England.  See these references.
http://www.journeyback.com/DUNHAM/fam05901.htm,
http://www.gendex.com/users/tempword/build/d0005/
g0000028.html#I18874.  Austin Poole in From Domesday
Book To Magna Carta 1087-1216 page 126 gives the second
wife of Henry I as Adeliza daughter of Godfrey of Louvain
duke of Lower Lorraine.  It goes on to state this marriage
established relations with Brabant which were of lasting
importance.  [However, none of these show that Adelicia of
Brabant has her own entry in a recognized biographical
gaszetter, which is still the standard for protecting a real
person in history.]

There are also problems with the locative Twyce Holey Wood.
Ekwall page 289 gives a place name Holyoak so a place
name Holy Wood might be constructed.  However none of
the sources searched suggested that a place would be named
twice holy.  Furthermore a locative cannot be based on a
modern mundane business name.

[Device]  This could be reblazoned “Azure two artist’s brushes
in saltire proper overall on an artist’s palette Or a brown
roadrunner close proper.”  The brushes proper would be
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brown and would have a contrast problem with the azure
field.  The paisano would have been known to late period
Spaniards in New Spain.  It has been registered as a charge
once Reyna de San Diego January 1976:  “Azure, a
roadrunner courant to sinister, on a chief Or between two
saguaro cacti vert, a torteau.”  The roadrunner doesn’t seem
to have a default position so it was blazoned.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NCF.  Adelicia:  Reaney & Wilson (p. 7 s.n. Als) date

the spellings Atheleisia to 1219-20, Ahelissa to 1188, and
Alicia to 1219.  Withycombe (p. 4 s.n.  Adelaide) dates the
spellings Adeliz and Adeliza to 1086.  Morlet (I, p. 19) dates
the spelling Adheliza to a1060.  Morlet (I, p. 16) dates the
spelling Adalasia to a1025 and Adalaisa to a1077.

Brabent:  Reaney & Wilson (p. 59 s.n. Braban) date the
spellings Braban to 1260, de Brabayn to 1275, de Braban
to 1281, Brabon  to 1296, & Brabyn to 1549.  Note that all
of these spellings do not have an “e” in the second syllable
and do not have a “t” on the end of the name.  Luana de
Grood (Loveday Toddekyn), “Flemish Names from Bruges”
(http://www.idt.umihc.edu/~ximenez/s.gabriel/docs/bruges/
data0.html) dates the spelling de Brabant to 1554.

of Twyce Holey Wood:  We could find no support for a
location called “Twyce Holey Wood”.  Without evidence
that English placenames could follow this construction, this
element must be dropped.  We did find some forms that are
close to portions of this element.  Reaney & Wilson (p.  268
s.n. Knot) date del Knot to 1332.  Reaney & Wilson (p. 236
s.n.  Holyoak) dates de la Holyoak to 1300.  The spelling “a
Wood” appears 4 times in Gray, Irvine and J. E. Gethyn-
Jones, editors, The Registers of the Church of St. Mary’s,
Dymock, 1538-1790 (The Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archaeological Society, 1960) beginning on p. 25 in 1563/
4.

Given these examples, a name constructed Adelicia de
Brabant, Adelicia Braban of Holywood, or Adelica Brabon
del Knot are likely registerable.

[Device]  This palette is not the form depicted in the Pict Dict
(p. 79).  There needs to be evidence that this is a period or
registerable form.

Neither the Pict Dict nor the CoA Glossary have a “proper”
tincture for a brush.  The Glossary says wood proper is
brown; if the handles are brown, as we might expect, then
it’s color-on-color.

A roadrunner has been registered only once before, in the
very early days of the Society:  Reyna de San Diego, 1/76,
“Azure, a roadrunner courant to sinister ...”.  Danny don’t
think that the one very early registration is enough to justify
it today.  Was it known to Europeans in period?  The OED
(1st ed.) first citation is 1872.  It defines it as the “paisano

or chaparral cock”; the first it dates to 1885, the second to
1882, saying it’s “evidently the Mexican name caporal
Americanized”.  Surely Spanish sources would have the
earliest records, but we have no such references.

————————————————————————
1) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded as Adelicia Brabant
Device: Returned for brushes being color on color, and for
palette being non-period form.
————————————————————————

2.  Aislynn Crystyn  (Steppes)
new badge; name reg 07/81; (Fieldless) A card pique Or.

Talan Gwynek
[Badge]  It’s lovely, but it conflicts with Jacob Maximilian of

the Black Forest, Quarterly gules and checky argent and
sable, a card-pique or: There’s one CD for the field.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  Several conflicts found, although one of them was

with another of her own pieces of armory:  Aislynn Crystyn.
Device. Purpure, a seeblatt inverted Or. (9901 Ansteorra).
Other conflicts included:  Jacob Maximilian of the Black
Forest, Quarterly gules and checky argent and sable, a card
pique Or; and Leia di Capraia, (Fieldless) A card pique Or.
In each case, there is only the fieldless difference.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  Conflict with Leia di Capraia February 1995:

“(Fieldless) A card pique Or.”  Sable and argent have also
been used for fieldless card pique badges but other tinctures
are still available.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC.
[Badge]  Identical to Leia di Capraia, 2/95, “(Fieldless) A card

pique Or.”.  There’s 1 CD for fieldlessness, but even if there
were a letter of permission, the CoA would not allow SCA
registration of heraldically-identical items (see Ansteorra
below).

————————————————————————
2) COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  Returned for conflict with Jacob Maximilian of the
Black Forest, Quarterly gules and checky argent and sable, a
card pique Or; and Leia di Capraia, (Fieldless) A card pique
Or  with one CD for fieldlessness in each case.
————————————————————————

3.  Annes Clotide von Bamburg  (Gates Edge)
change of device; name registered 09/90; Per bend vert and

gules, overall a frog rampant Or.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  The frog doesn’t surmount any other charges, so this

is simply Per bend vert and gules, a frog rampant or.
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Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Her currently registered device is Lozengy Or and

vert, on a pall gules four bezants.  The frog is not “overall”,
which is a term utilized when a charge overlies other charges.
It is in the center of the field, which is the default here.  We
should drop “overall” from the blazon.

It is a shame that the submitter here is using a non-
frog posture for the primary charge.  In period, in most cases
(lions being by far the most common exception) the posture
was part of the definition of a charge, and the charge was
shown in its most recognizable aspect.  In period armory,
you do not find “eagles close”, “falcons displayed”, “turtles
rampant”, “boars rampant”, and so on.  A frog is far more
recognizable as a frog in its default tergiant posture than it
is in a posture used primarily by lions and a few other
rapacious beasts.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC.
[Device]  NCF.
————————————————————————
3) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded as Per bend vert and gules, a frog rampant
or.
————————————————————————

4.  Ansteorra, Kingdom of
resub badge for Ministry of Children; new badge for Ministry

of Children / Children’s Champion
proposed blazon - A:  Or semy of hands sable.
proposed blazon - B:  Or semy of hands sable, on a lozenge

gules a rapier Or.

Talan Gwynek
[Badge A]  Ansteorra is doomed: the next generation is

controlled by the Black Hand!
[Badge B]  So far as I can tell, there’s no heraldic difference

between this and #5.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge A]  Reblazon as “Or a semy of dexter hands apaumy

couped sable.”  Even though this is the default hand, the
hand and posture seem to be explicitly blazoned.  One does
wonder if a semy of hands would be handy.

[Badge B]  Reblazon as “Or a semy of dexter hands apaumy
couped sable on a lozenge gules a rapier Or.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge A]  NCF.
[Badge B]  NCF.
————————————————————————
4) COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge A:  Forwarded.
Badge B:  Returned in favor of its heraldic equivalent in item
5.
————————————————————————

5.  Ansteorra, Kingdom of
new badge for Ministry of Children / Children’s Defender; Or

semy of hands sable, on a lozenge gules a broadsword Or.

Talan Gwynek
[Badge B]  So far as I can tell, there’s no heraldic difference

between this and #4B.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  There is no difference counted between sword variants

so the previous badge for Children’s Champion is identical
to this one from a heraldric point of view.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge]  This is a “sword”; no way I can tell it’s a “broadsword”

in particular.

Exact conflict with 4b.  Swords are rapiers are daggers are
claymores are ...  This is so ingrained that the Jaelle informal
precedents alone have over a dozen uses of “sword and
dagger rule” meaning “having two variants of the same
charge on the same piece of armory”, and earlier precedents
do too.  Further, from Da’ud 2.2 informal prec., s.v. Sword,
“‘Dogs is dogs’ in the same way that ‘swords is swords’
[for purposes of difference].”  LoAR 1/96.  From Jan w
Orzeldom, Anst. returns, 4/92 LoAR, in Da’ud 1.2 prec.,
s.v. Augmentations,

[There is also some question whether an individual
or a group can grant the right to their undifferenced arms
for use by someone else.  The use of letters of permission to
conflict ... in the College has always been to allow a reduced
standard of difference, not to allow the use of arms
undifferenced.  It is Laurel’s believe that the only way the
use of arms registered to one party may be granted
undifferenced to another is to transfer those arms, with the
appropriate letters signed by both parties transferring the
arms and accepting them.]

However, in this case the owners are the same.  For
heraldic reasons, I’d advice sending up the emblazon of #5
blazoned as a “sword”, and tell the Minister of Children
that they have one badge but should draw the sword in two
different ways.

————————————————————————
5) COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded.
(Asterisk:  My apologies to the CoH for the duplicate badges
and the duplicate numbers.  I gotta set up better quality control.)
————————————————————————

6.  Cecilie die Ärtztinn
new badge; name registered 02/98; (Fieldless) A bat-winged

dolphin haurient contourny sable.

Talan Gwynek
The byname was correctly registered as die Ärtztin.
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[Badge]  An imaginary continent?  A winged natural seahorse?
A sea-sphinx palewise?  Perhaps even a demi-dragon volant
contourny inverted?

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Badge]  I don’t find the emblzon particularly recognizable.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Name reg. in the spelling Cecilie die Ärtztin.
[Badge]  NCF.  This looks utterly unidentifiable without serious

internal detailing.  Further, personally I didn’t notice any
wings – I thought they were just big fins.  (It’d be ever so
much nicer style without wings, but that we haven’t conflict-
checked.)

————————————————————————
6) COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  There was general agreement that the lack of internal
detail rendered the dolphin unidentifiable in the both the color
and the line drawing.  At the request of the consulting herald,
this device is pended for up to one month for him to contact
the submitter about providing internal detail.
————————————————————————

7.  Celeste Courtenay de Montmorency  (Elden Hills)
resub device;  Per bend purpure and vert, a bend wavy counter-

wavy between a bustard rising and a fleur-de-lis Or.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  The bend is bretessed wavy.  A fair bit of searching

under several possible blazons for this treatment failed to
turn up a registered example.  (I’m a little surprised, as I
thought I remembered having seen the treatment when I
was commenting in the CoA.)  If I haven’t missed something
obvious, and this really is potentially the first registration,
it needs to be justified.  I’ve never seen a period example,
so I recommend using bretessed, indented, or fusily instead;
the last two are the most characteristic of period armory.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The bend is not “wavy counter-wavy”; it is “wavy

bretessed”.  (The two sides of the bend are not “in phase”,
as they would be in “wavy counter-wavy”.  The outgoing
waves are opposite each other, as they are with bretessed.)
“This sort of wavy ordinary, with the waves opposed instead
of parallel (“wavy bretessed” instead of “wavy-counter-
wavy”), was returned on the LoAR of Dec 91 as a non-
period depiction.  The strangeness of the motif would have
been more obvious here, had the wavy lines been drawn in
a bold medieval style; the fact that they weren’t contributes
to the non-period depiction.  (Bruce Draconarius of
Mistholme, LoAR July 1992, p. 17)  “Submitted on the LoI
as ‘wavy bretessy’, a better blazon would be ‘wavy counter-
wavy’.  However neither really describes this non-Period
treatment of a bend nor has such a treatment been previously
found to be compatible with Period practice (see RfS VII.2
and VII.6).” (Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR December 1991, p.
21).  Unless new documentation has been found for this

treatment as a period motif, we will probably have to return
the device.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Have never seen an ordinary wavy counterwavy,

and don’t feel it’s an innovation we should embrace.  (Not
even if we call it peristalty.)

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Per bend purpure and vert a

bend wavy counter-wavy between a bustard rising wings
elevated and addorsed and a fleur-de-lis Or.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC.
[Device]  This is not a heraldic line of division.  “Wavy” does

not narrow and widen, but rather has the two waves in phase.
Less seriously, the fleur-de-lys has a big butt, though it’s
still recognizable.

The Bustard’s a fortunate fowl
With minimal reason to growl

It escapes what would be
Illegitimacy

By the grace of a fortunate vowel.
(Attrib. to Elizabeth Livingston by http://

www.infc.ulst.ac.uk/~dave/Bustard/, but seen elsewhere.)
————————————————————————
7) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Pended for up to one month to determine whether
submitter will return to the original wavy bend.  If not, device
must be returned for non-period charge.
————————————————————————

8.  Crossrode Keep, Incipient Shire
resub name; resub device; Argent on a saltire gules a tower

Or, overall a laurel wreath vert.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  They don’t want a name formed of demonstrably

period place-name elements, or they’d get rid of Keep.  They
don’t want a name meaning ‘castle at the crossroads’ formed
from period words that are not necessarily attested as place-
name elements but that are otherwise used in a period style,
or they wouldn’t have ignored the possibilities offered in
commentary on the 4/98 ILoI.  They don’t even care to keep
the approximation to this meaning that they attempted in
the Gaelic version of three months ago.  Apparently they
want a registerable name that sounds to the modern ear as if
it means ‘castle at the crossroads’, never mind what it really
means.  Why bother?  As a modern joke this is about on a
par with Portia Carr, except that the latter is actually
justifiable as a late-period name and has a better punchline.

Castlemorton isn’t an example of castle modified by ‘a word
of general meaning’, and it isn’t analogous to the present
submission.  The original place-name was Mortun, and
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Castel was subsequently added as an affix to distinguish
this Mortun from one or more other places of the same name.
In other words, Castel is the modifier, and Mortun is the
main element.  In Crossrode Keep the main element is Keep,
and it is modified by Crossrode.  I know of no period place-
names that contain keep (in any form) or that could serve as
a model for this name even after the substitution of some
other word for ‘castle’.  (And it should be noted that the
affix formation is generally found only with place-names
that are at least moderately common.)

The usual Old English word for ‘a cross’ is rod ‘rood’.  (This
has a long o, unlike rod(u) ‘a clearing’.)  Place-names whose
modern forms have Cros(s)- are generally from Old Norse
kross ‘a cross’ or its genitive plural krossa.  Unsurprisingly,
they generally have Old Norse generics as second elements,
so Crossrode itself is somewhat implausible, never mind
the Keep.  There is an ON ru∂ ‘a clearing in a wood’ that
occurs rarely in English place-names (Smith s.v.); a ‘clearing
with crosses’ might in the Danelaw have been called
Krossaru∂, becoming early Middle English Crosseruthe.
Old Norse Krossru∂ ‘clearing with a cross’ would probably
have become ME Crosruthe.  The subsequent development
is hard to predict, though I’d not be greatly surprised by
Cros(s)ruth.  (I would be somewhat surprised if such an
unusual name acquired a Castel affix, however.)

Finally, the spelling keep is late.  By the time it’s at all likely,
the spelling -rode for the generic is comparatively unlikely:
both -royd and -rod seem to be much more in evidence,
especially the former.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  “Although the noun keep has been pushed back to

1327 (as kepe), it has not been found in any period English
place-names.”  (Talan Gwynek, LoAR March 1996, p. 2)  It
may be registrable, but it is not good re-creation.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  The OED makes “crossroad” an 18th C. coinage.

Period equivalents include “crossway” and simply “cross.”
[Device]  Blazon fu:  “Argent, on a saltire gules surmounted

by a laurel wreath vert, a tower Or.”  The wreath overlies
only the saltire and not the tower.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  No history given.  Crossroads Keep sub. name and

device on iloi 11/93 item 5, kingdom return 1/94 (AG 2/94)
for lack of a populace poll.  Tried again on iloi 4/98 item 6,
kingdom return 6/98 (AG 7/98) for use of non-period
“crossroad”.  Rathad Le An Caisteal name sub. iloi 3/99
item 17, withdrawn at kingdom 5/99 (AG 6/99) for lack of
a poll and for having another idea.  We hope evidence of
support was here this time.  NCF.

[Device]  NCF.  We hope evidence of support was here this
time.

————————————————————————
8) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded.
Device: Forwarded.
————————————————————————

9.  Geoffrey Sparhauk  (Steppes)
new name; new device; Argent, six hawks’ heads erased azure.

Talan Gwynek
Now this is how it should be done!  The name is excellent, the

arms are excellent, and they go together perfectly.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  If we’re going to use the possessive apostrophe, let’s

use it correctly: hawk’s heads.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NCF.
[Device]  NCF – with flying colors.  Lovely!
————————————————————————
9) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded.
Device: Forwarded.
————————————————————————

10.  Gisselle Mariah Overtin  (Wastelands)
new device; Per pale vert and purpure a chamfron Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The blazon will not accurately reproduce the

emblazon; the standard heraldic chamfron does not have
the disattached “ears” shown on the mini-emblazon.  Indeed,
I do not remember seeing such “ears” on any of the real
chamfron armor I have seen.  The addition of the ears, I
believe, places this somewhere between a chamfron and a
horse’s head cabossed.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NCF.  NAC.
[Device]  The chamfron has been registered 5 times, twice in

the past 12 months.
————————————————————————
10) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded, with name corrected to Giselle Maria
Overton as approved previously.
————————————————————————

11.  Margaret MacDuff  (Adlersruhe)
new name; new device; Per saltire ermine and azure, in fess

two wings argent.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Margaret isn’t Gaelic in any sense, and MacDuff is a

Scots or English phonetic respelling of a Gaelic patronymic.
Margaret became popular in Scotland after the death of St
Margaret in the late 11th c. and was eventually borrowed
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into Gaelic; I think it likely that this occurred by c.1300.  At
that time Máirghréad is a likely enough spelling (or rather,
would be if we had any Scottish Gaelic writing to speak of
from that period).  MacDuff is a good phonetic Anglicization
of mac Duibh or a bad one of mac Dhuibh, either
representing ‘son of Dubh’.  The corresponding feminine
form for her period is inghean Dhuibh ‘daughter of Dubh’.
If she really wants a Gaelic equivalent c.1300, it’s
Máirghréad inghean Dhuibh.  In Scots, increasingly the
language of record in her period, this would have been
recorded as Margaret neyn Duf or the like.  (It’s hard to be
sure, as most of the Scots examples that we see are a bit
later.)  A Margaret MacDuff is probably not possible until
the 16th c., when MacDuff (though probably not precisely
in that spelling) might have become an inherited surname
used by Scots speakers rather than a Scots transcription of a
true Gaelic patronymic.  (I don’t know that it did, however.)

[Device]  The blazon needs minor repair to describe the wings
accurately: Per saltire ermine and azure, in fess a pair of
wings argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Funny, she says she wants a “Gaelic language/culture”

name and then submits a lowlands Scots (that is to say,
English) one.  It’s fine, it’s just not “Gaelic”.

[Device]  [She’s going to get really tired of drawing that many
ermine tails.  Three to five in each ermine quarter of the
field would be sufficient.]  “Two wings” would by default
both be dexter wings; we should reblazon the ones here as a
pair of wings.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  I fear the blazon is ambiguous:  I would probably

interpret it as two dexter wings.  Could we say “a pair of
wings?”  I’m aware that this usually refers to a a conjoined
pair, but still…

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Reaney & Wilson (3rd ed.) the entry is on page 291.

Black page 488 is the source for Malisius mc Duf from 1284.
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Per saltire ermine and azure

in fess a dexter and a sinister wing argent.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NCF.  Margaret:  The spelling Margaret appears as a

given name in 23 records in Dymock between 1538 and
1600/1.  The first example appears on p. 3 in 1540.  Also,
Bardsley (p. 88 s.n. Bearward) dates the spelling Margaret
to 1594.

MacDuff:  Black (p. 488 s.n. MACDUFF) dates the
spellings mc Duf to 1284, M’Duif and Makduf to 1594, and
M’Duff to 1626.  MacDuff should be registerable as a late
period variant.

[Device]  Fewer and large ermine spots, please.  (Almost don’t
need to mention that – the first thing she paints or embroiders

she’ll learn it fast!)  NCF – no flap.
————————————————————————
11) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pended for up to one month to determine whether
submitter want to continue with this form, or switch to an earlier
form.
Device: Forwarded as Per saltire ermine and azure, in fess a
pair of wings argent.  Submitter will be advised to use few and
larger ermine spots.  Device will be pended for up to one month
for resolution of the question about the name.
————————————————————————

12.  Melek of Ancyra  (Stargate)
unpended device; Argent a catamount rampant sable winged

gules enflamed proper, a bordure gules.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  Since only the wings seem to be enflamed, you might

want to be more specific:  Argent, a catamount rampant
sable winged gules the wings enflamed proper within a
bordure gules.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  We may wish to add another “wings” to the blazon;

as it stands, it would be easy for someone to believe that the
entire cat was enflamed, rather than just its wings.  Argent,
a catamount rampant sable, winged gules, wings enflamed
proper, a bordure gules.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Again this seems ambiguous.  Perhapds, “…a

catamount sable winged gules, the wings emflamed
proper…”?  A bit of the left right wing really ought to be
visible.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Argent a catamount sable

winged gules enflamed proper a bordure gules.”  Is the entire
creature supposed to be enflamed or just the wings?  Drawn
as shown it looks like only the wings are enflamed.
Enflamed proper is alternating tongues of flames gules and
Or.  This would have problems showing up with the gules
wings.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC.
[Device]  Flaming wings are a weirdness.  Unfortunately, NCF.
————————————————————————
12) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded, reblazoned as ”..winged gules, wings
enflamed proper..”
————————————————————————
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13.  Murdoc of the Wastelands  (Wastelands)
new device; name in IloI 0599; Azure, in pale two thunderbolts

fesswise, overall a sword Or.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure in pale two lightning

bolts fesswise overall a sword Or.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC except it’s “Wastelands”.  Cut-and-paste is your

friend.  (YKYBAHTLW you typo that as “Cant-and-past”.)
[Device]  It’s dangerous to hold up a sword in a thunderstorm!

NCF.
————————————————————————
13) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded.
————————————————————————

14.  Pádraig Ó Duinn
new name; new device; Per chevron azure and argent, two

eagles displayed Or and an oak tree proper fructed Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Close to but probably clear of Seadna Adare, Per

chevron azure and argent, two wolves combattant argent
and an oak tree proper, with CDs for changing both the
type and the tincture of half of the primary charge group.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  O’C&M mark this as a modern form of “Pátraic.”

[Asterisk:  “Modern” Irish developed before 1600.]

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Per chevron azure and argent

two eagles displayed Or and an oak tree couped proper
fructed Or.”  The oak tree needs to be redrawn to make it
identifiable.  Without the blazon the tree could be confused
for any number of things.  A tree proper has green leaves
and brown trunk.  The leaves in the crown of the tree and
acorns would be drawn much larger than actual size for the
tree.  There looks like a conflict with Seadna Adare February
1992:  “Per chevron azure and argent two wolves combattant
argent and an oak tree proper.”  There is one CD for change
of wolves to eagles but a CD for adding fructed to the oak is
doubtful.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device] NCF.
————————————————————————
14) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded.
Device: Forwarded. LOI will point out Seadna’s device for
CoA consideration.
————————————————————————

15.  Philip White  (Steppes)
new device; name reg 01/99; Azure semy of oak leaves inverted

Or, a bend argent.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  This conflicts with Bosnia, Azure, a bend argent

between six fleurs-de-lis or: there is just one CD for the
type of secondary charge.  (Depressingly popular these days,
these Bosnian conflicts.)

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Consider the registered device of Thomas of the Oaks,

Azure, a bend argent and in chief an oak leaf palewise Or.
There is certainly a CD for changing the number of the oak
leaves from one to semy.  Is there another for the inversion
of the leaves?

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC.
[Device]  It’d be ever so much nicer with “a bend between six

leaves”.  NCF.
————————————————————————
15) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Returned for a (non-violent) conflict with Bosnia.
————————————————————————

16.  Sean McConnul Duncan  (Gates Edge)
resub device; name reg 03/91; Argent,a griffin salient and a

chief urdy azure.  (Asterisk: ILoI erroneously spelled the
middle name McConnel.)

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  The griffin is clearly not salient, i.e., leaping, but

rampant, despite the fact that both hind feet are on the
ground; posture terms properly refer to the entire attitude,
the gestalt.  I’d simply blazon it segreant.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  You might let him know that three to five “bumps”

on the complex line of division of the chief would be quite
sufficient; twelve is certainly way too many.  The griffin
appears less “salient” than it does the default segreant.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC except he’s “McConnul”.
[Device]  NCF.
————————————————————————
16) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded with blazon changed to segreant.
Submitter will be advised to draw larger and fewer - urdys?
urdies? “bumps”. (I hate August.)
————————————————————————
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17.  Sean McConnel Duncan  (Gates Edge)
new badge; name reg 03/91; (Fieldless) A griffin salient azure

on a saltire couped argent. (Asterisk: ILoI erroneously
spelled the middle name McConnel.)

Talan Gwynek
[Badge]  The griffin is clearly not salient, i.e., leaping, but

rampant, despite the fact that both hind feet are on the
ground; posture terms properly refer to the entire attitude,
the gestalt.  I’d simply blazon it segreant.  It’s been a good
while since I had occasion to remind myself of the details,
but I suspect that this violates Bruce’s ruling on how one
charge may surmount another in a real (i.e., fieldless) badge.
In fact, the griffin is close enough to being ‘barely overall’
that this may be returnable for that reason alone.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  The usual grammar of blazon places the primary

charge before the overall charge.  On a saltire couped argent
a griffin [segreant] azure.  The griffin appears less “salient”
than it does the default segreant.  A more serious problem is
that the griffin appears to be of the “barely overall” style
which has been cause for return for some years.  Returning
An escutcheon argent, overall a sword sable: “There are
two problems with this badge. It violates the partial ban on
overall charges in fieldless armory, and the sword is just
barely overall, which is in any case cause for return.”  (Jaelle
of Armida, LoAR December 1996, p. 17)  “The rose in the
mini-emblazon is clearly drawn, not between the
broadarrows, but debruising them. This sort of “barely
overall” emblazon has been grounds for return many times
previously.”  (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR April 1997, p. 24)
Additionally, were the griffin drawn sufficiently larger to
be truly “overall”, it would fall afoul of the ban on overall
charges in fieldless armory.  “I’ve ...decided not to
implement a comprehensive ban on fieldless badges with
overall charges.  I will be returning cases where the
underlying charge is rendered unidentifiable, per Rule
VIII.3; this will include the most egregious cases of overall
charges (e.g. A pheon surmounted by a hawk’s head).  But
this can be done as an interpretation of the current Rules,
and needn’t involve a new policy.  In cases where
identifiability is maintained – where one of the charges is a
long, slender object, and the area of intersection small –
overall charges will still be permitted in fieldless badges.
[For complete discussion see under “CHARGE – Overall,”
p. 10]”  (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, 15 January, 1992
Cover Letter (November, 1992 LoAR), p. 3)  In the
submission at hand, neither of the charges is “a long, slender
object”, nor is the “area of intersection small”.  I’m afraid
this will have to be returned.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Badge]  Surely they meant “segreant” as in #16.  The griffin

(whatever its posture) is not on the saltire, but surmounts it.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  This violates rules on overall charges with a fieldless

badge.  The griffin isn’t on the saltire but is an overall charge
covering it.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC except “McConnul”.
[Badge]  “[Fieldless] A saltorel argent, a griffin segreant barely

overall”.  “Barely overall” has been cause for return many
times in the past.  E.g. from the Jaelle informal precedents
s.v. “Badge - Fieldless”:

“Barely overall” charges are not considered
acceptable style under any circumstances, and fieldless
badges in particular have more strict requirements for overall
charges:  At least one of the charges involved should be
long and skinny, and the area of overlap must be small. In
this case neither condition is met. (LoAR March 1998, p.
17, s. n. Lidia O’Ceirin)

The above precedent also shows that the griffin cannot
be grown, either.  It could be shrunk to fit on the saltorel,
but we didn’t conflict–check that.

————————————————————————
17) COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  Returned for the segreant griffin being “barely overall.”
And if the griffin were larger, it would obscure the saltire and
violate the precedent for overall charges in fieldless armory.
(see Da’ud.)
————————————————————————-

18.  Steafan mac Thamhais  (Gates Edge)
resub device; name regi 02/98; name change to Stephen

MacThomas in LoI 27 Apr 99; Azure, a pall inverted
between three towers argent.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  This conflicts with Justin de Courtenay, Azure, a

pall inverted between a chalice, a harp, and two swords in
saltire argent unless the charge in base is counted as two
charges.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Consider Justin de Courteney, Azure, a pall inverted

between a chalice, a harp and two swords in saltire argent.
There is a CD for the change to the type of all the secondary
charges, but because the crossed swords in Justin’s device
are usually considered to be a single visual unit, there is
probably not a second CD for change to number of the
secondary charges.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  NAC.
[Device]  NCF.  He had a device reg. 2/98; without instructions

on the form, it would be released.
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————————————————————————
18) COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Returned for conflict with Justin de Courtenay, Azure,
a pall inverted between a chalice, a harp and two swords in
saltire argent with only one CD for the change to the type of
all the secondary charges
————————————————————————

19.  Talmon Wilbanks of Twyce Holey Wood  (Gates Edge)
new name; new device; Azure a tree proper the crown pierced

by two swords saltirewise points to base argent.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  All of the actual examples that I can find of names

from ME banke seem to use the obvious sorts of modifiers
referring to the height or shape or windiness of the slope,
and wil ‘trick’ is rare to non-existent as a first element.  A
better approach would be via OE wilig ‘willow’; a ME
Wilebanke could certainly simplify to Wilbank by the end
of our period (which is the only time that Talmon is even
remotely likely).  I’m not sure, however, that one is likely
to find willow trees on the slope of a hill or ridge.  A
derivation from wilde ‘waste, desolate, uncultivated’ is also
not out of the question, as a ME Wildebanke could certainly
produce Wilbank by the end of our period, and I can think
of one or two other possibilities that may be reasonable.
I’d hate to pick a single one, but altogether they suggest
that Wilbank, at least, probably isn’t too great a stretch.
Inorganic final -s isn’t all that uncommon an addition, but
its occurrence is unpredictable, and I don’t really like to
add yet another layer of conjecture.

The explicit locative needs to go; see the comments on item
1 (Adelicia Brabent of Twyce Holey Wood).  Since the rest
of the name pretty much requires a late-period setting, I
can’t even in good conscience offer the alternative of
substituting of Otherhole.

[Device]  A tree proper is green and brown and cannot be placed
on a blue field.  The swords can be more concisely blazoned
as two swords inverted in saltire.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Neither a business card nor an SCA membership card

are really sufficient to document legal given name.  (Anyone
can print anything on a business card, and the SCA
membership office will simply accept whatever they are sent,
too.  As a consequence, neither is really proof of a legal
name.)  That usually requires a more legal document,
something along the lines of a driver’s license or birth
certificate.  The surname makes no sense:  “trap dweller by
a slope”.  Nor may one simply take two different names or
name elements and combine them willy-nilly:  “Submitted
as Eirik Silverferret, the existence of Silver and Ferret as
period surnames, as noted in the LoI, no more justifies
Silverferret than the existence of Smith and Jones justifies
Smithjones.”  (Da’ud ibn Auda, LoAR September 1994, p.

3)  The locative sounds very much unlike anything of which
I am aware, in period or since.  A documentable “atte Woode”
would be ever so much better.

[Device]  The SCA does not treat charges “proper” in the same
way as does England.  With us, “proper” is not neutral.  A
“tree proper” is brown and vert, both colors, and may not
be placed on a color field (like azure).  The swords may be
more succinctly blazoned as “inverted in saltire”.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  See my comment on #1 above.
[Device]  The swords are not saltirewise, but in saltire.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Talmon can use the mundane name allowance but it

needs proof such as a copy of a drivers license sent in with
the submission.  Hitching, English Surnames in 1601 and
1602, Genealogical Publishing Co, Baltimore, Maryland
page 82 lists Walbank in Yorkshire.  Reaney & Wilson page
472 under Walbanck dates Thomas Walbanke to 1489 and
gives Wall- as the West Midland form of well hence “dweller
on the bank(s) of the stream”.  Using this an argument can
be made for Welbanks or even Wilbanks.  There are problems
with the locative Twyce Holey Wood.  Ekwall page 289
gives a place name Holyoak so a place name Holy Wood
might be constructed.  However none of the sources searched
suggested that a place would be named twice holy.
Furthermore a locative cannot be based on a modern
mundane business name.

[Device]  Could be reblazoned “Azure a tree couped proper
the crown pierced by two swords in saltire points to base
argent.”  A tree proper has green leaves and brown trunk.
This violates contrast rules when placed on an azure field.
The crown of the tree as drawn looks like a large ball of
wool.  Individual leaves drawn larger than normal would
usually be added to make the crown more identifiable.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Talmon:  A business card and SCA membership card

do not count if the submitter wants to use the Legal Name
Allowance.  We need a photocopy of some sort of legal
identification.  In the past, the College has accepted
photocopies of birth certificates and driver’s licenses.
Assuming that adequate documentation is provided to use
the Legal Name Allowance, we need to demonstrate that
this name is not obtrusively modern.  [Actually, Mari, the
standard is “excessively obtrusive”; RfS II.4]  The Biblical
cite does that.  Also, Morlet (I, p. 64) dates the spelling
Talamundus to v1060 as a masculine name.

Wilbanks:  Reaney & Wilson (p. 472 s.n. Walbanck)
date the spellings de Wallebonk to 1332 and Walbank to
1489 saying, “Wall- is the West Midland form of  well, hence
‘dweller on the bank(s) of stream’.”  Ekwall (p. 481 s.n.
Wells next the Sea) date the spellings Willan to c1050, Welle
to the Domesday Book (which is 1086), and Welles to 1212.
Given the i-e substitution demonstrated in Ekwall, it would
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seem that Wilbank, Willbank, and de Willbonk are reasonable
variants of the examples in Reaney & Wilson.  We found no
forms of this name with an “s” on the end.

of Twyce Holey Wood:  See comments under Adelicia.

[Device]  A tree proper is vert leaves and brown trunk, and is
therefore color-on-color.  Of lesser significance, this tree
looks a bit like a cartoon depiction of a fight; if a heraldic
artist could be found to do a more standard one, it might be
nicer.

The swords may not be large enough to be sustained
charges; I think they’re maintained, and thus worth no CD.
This might affect conflict-checking any redesign.  For
example, Ioseph of Locksley, the Rhymer has “Vert, a tree
eradicated argent”.

————————————————————————
19) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded as Talmon Wilbanks.  Submitter has
provided a copy of his driver’s license to support the mundane
name allowance.
Device:  Returned for color on color, and other problems which
have been discussed with the submitter and his consulting
heralds.
————————————————————————

20.  Talon of Blackoak  (Middleford)
new name; new device; Per chevron inverted azure and vert, a

chevron inverted between a mullet and three oak leaves
argent.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  (My apologies to Kathri and Mari for not getting back

to them earlier about this name.)  Talon is plausible only at a
fairly early (post-Conquest) date.  At that time both black
and oak were very unusual spellings, especially the latter.
This would be quite reasonable as Blacoke or Blakoke,
however.  It would also be possible as Blacchoke, Blakake,
Blacoc, Blacac. Blakok, etc.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  Umm, just because his name isn’t in the Armorial

doesn’t necessarily mean that the heralds failed somehow.
(Though this is certainly a possibility.)  It might be that the
name was returned at some point and the submitter, having
moved, may not have heard of it.  Have we checked either
the Laurel LoARs or with the kingdoms involved to see if
such might have occurred?

[Device]  The “oak leaves” are drawn far more like maple leaves
than much of anything else.  They are certainly not
identifiable as “oak” leaves.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Dauzat, Noms de Lieux page 668 under Talon gives

Nievre (Talon 1490) German man’s name Tallo.  Nievre is a
region in southern France.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Clear of Talon the Black, 3/95.  The only registered

“black *oak”s (other than the defunct shire) are Malcolm
MacRuairidh of Blackoak and Matthew Blackoak.

[Device]  NCF.  Those look like maple leaves to me.  “Per
chevron, a chevron between” two types of charge is rather
cliche SCA, but certainly registerable.

————————————————————————
20) COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded.
Device: Forwarded, reblazoned as “.. three leaves argent.”  The
LoI will note that the submitter wanted oak leaves, and ask
that the blazon allow for that default.
————————————————————————

Some of these items should have been listed last month,
but I ran out of month. I have chosen to refer to these as
“college actions” because in all cases I conferred with at
least one other member of the College of Heralds in
making these decisions.  Of course, I take responsibility
for the decisions, and I am the contact for any further
questions or comments about them.

Kathri, Asterisk

1. Edericke Lorry (Brad Leah)
New name.  New device.

Sable, eight
swords in
annulo, points to
the center
argent.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  This was an appeal from the local and the regional
herald, who had each told the submitter that the
documentation of the name elements was unworkably
inadequate.  Kingdom concurs.  The submitter can appeal
to Laurel, but he must address the issue of inadequate
documentation in order to do so.
Device:  This was an appeal from the local herald, who
had told the submitter that gray was not an acceptable
substitute for sable.  Kingdom concurs.  The submitter
can appeal to Laurel, but he must address the issue of
unacceptable color in order to do so.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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2.  Gunthar Jonsson & Sara Penrose  (Steppes)
New badge for The Rain [sic ?] of Gunthar and
Sara.

Argent goutty
d’larmes a chief
invected sable
and a base wavy
azure.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
2. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  No form was received for the name, so badge was
processed under the names of the submitters, registered
11/88 and 4/99 respectively.

Badge:  Returned for “landscape heraldry” although a
vigorous defense was mounted on the basis that it is a
seascape.  However, the actual wording in RFS VIII.4.a is
against “pictorial design,” and this does look like a
picture.

Overall, RFS VIII.4 outlaws obtrusive modernity.  An
appeal might be mounted on the basis that nothing
referenced in this badge is really modern.  (If you believe
in Noah, quite the opposite.)  Alternately, removing either
the chief or the base would probably make the device
registerable, although still strongly allusive to reality.  As
always, the resources of the College of Heralds are
available to submitters for whatever further action they
may want to take.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Melissent d’Aulnay.
New device.  (See ILOI0999 for new name.)

Or, a unicorn and on a
chief azure three fleurs-
de-lys Or.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
3. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  This chief could be blazoned “azure semy-de-lys
Or”, which is also blazoned “France ancient” and cannot

be registered in the SCA. It is considered a presumptuous
claim to favor from the French monarchy because they
made a practice of granting this as an augmentation to
those they wished to reward or recognize.  A chief is
certainly one such augmentation; Asterisk even
remembers having this attitude described as “Nice duke!
Good duke!  Have a chief of France!”  This device is
therefore returned for using a restricted charge.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Richard of Leslie Castle
New device.  (See ILOI0899 for new name.)

Checky sable and
gules, two lions
combattant and a
buckle Or.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
4. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  This device had no documentation of a field
multiply divided of more than 4 sections with two colors.
Star and Asterisk have tried, since their earliest days in
heraldry, to document such a field as a regional variant,
but have not yet been able to build a strong enough case.
We wish the submitter the very best of luck in developing
such documentation – and will use it promptly in another
case if it is developed – but meantime this device must be
returned for violation of the Laurel precedent against such
fields.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Printing by friends at:

WHO SENDS WHAT TO WHOM IN ANSTEORRA
ITEM SENT TO BY
Submissions Asterisk Branch Heralds†
Monthly Reports Regional Heralds Branch Heralds*
Quarterly and End-of-Reign Reports Star Principal Regional Heralds*
Award and Honor Report Forms Zodiacus, Forerynel, Star

Signet
Branch Heralds, Royal Herald, &
All Heralds Attending Court

Internal Commentary Retiarius All Who Participate in
Commentary

Inquiries About Scribal Matters Regional Scribes, Star Signet All
Requests for Scrolls to Paint or for
Painted Scrolls

Regional Scribes All

Donation of Insignia Sable Scroll All
Correlation of Scrolls Given/Not Given Crown, Sable Scroll Branch Heralds, Royal Herald
Subscriptions for Ansteorran Gazette Asterisk Private Subscribers
Change of Name or Contact Info,
INCLUDING ADDRESS CHANGES

Obelisk, Star Principal All

Letters/Articles/etc. for the Gazette Obelisk All
Resignations and Applications One Level Up All, When the Time Comes
Administrative Matters Star Principal Regionals*, All
Achievement Registrations/Questions Stellar Scroll All

*These items are requirements of the job.  †If you receive these, it is a requirement of your job to send them to Asterisk promptly.

Remember:  All submissions are $9 (U.S.) each; $1 per submission is retained by the local group and a group check for $8 per
submission is sent to Asterisk with the submissions.  For Name Submissions 3 copies of the form and documentation are to be sent to
Asterisk, 1 copy is to be retained by the branch herald, and 1 copy is given to the submitter.  For Device/Badge Submissions send 4
colored and 2 non-colored copies to Asterisk, 1 of each is retained by the branch herald, and 1 of each is given to the submitter.  All
money (including Gazette subscriptions) and all submissions go to Asterisk Herald.


